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Ray Shewnack and Bill Frangos have enjoyed New Mexico's trout streams for years. In 49 Trout

Streams of New Mexico, they share their experiences with the state's streams and rivers that are

both beautiful and accessible.  The almost two hundred color photos capture the allure of each

locale and close-up shots of the flies used. The text captures a slice of time in Shewnack's and

Frangos's fly-fishing history, providing relaxing moments for the armchair angler. Using the maps,

travelers are guided to all of the forty-nine streams included here.
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""49 Trout Streams of New Mexico" ÃƒÂ•isÃ‚Â¨ a beautiful collaboration by Raymond C. Shewnack

and William J. Frangos that manages to recreate the bliss of summer fly-fishing in a mix of photos

and text."""49 Trout Streams of New Mexico" ... manages to recreate the bliss of summer fly-fishing

in a mix of photos and text."..."photos illustrate the state like a coffee-table book, but close-up shots

of local flies, small inset river maps, and tips on the best hatches and places to fish make it as

valuable as a guide book.""The best endorsement of "49 Trout Streams of New Mexico" is a simple

truth: I picked up the book. I thumbed through the glossy pages. I went fishing the next morning...It

is a siren who tugs on a fisherman's soul with 49 reasons to fish.""Whether you read this handy

book to relax, to dream, or to plan the next outing, it provides a practical introduction to each river's

unique attractions.".,."photos illustrate the state like a coffee-table book, but close-up shots of local

flies, small inset river maps, and tips on the best hatches and places to fish make it as valuable as a

guide book."



Snapshot views of the beautiful and accessible trout streams of New Mexico.

Bought this for my husband after we moved to NM. He loves it he tries to go to one of these places

every month for fishing and camping

This book is certainly not what I expected. Each of the 49 trout streams has very little information

about where or how to fish them. The photos are very good.Not sure how helpful this book will be

for putting me in good fishing spots.

Trout fishing in New Mexico is a different experience. Around Albuquerque the streams are plentiful,

but very narrow and hidden in the meadows and between the pine trees. This book is a must to help

you find the places to dip your line. The descriptions are concise and thorough. Great find.

This is more a whimsical peek at these fisheries than a reference. There are nice pictures and very

rudimentary maps. Not much substance but for what it is it's enjoyable and well done.

Each stream is described on two pages. The first page is a full page photo; the 2nd page is 4 to 6

paragraphs with a few small photos inset. The photos are nice, but not informative. The narrative is

poetic, but not very informative.It might make a decent coffee table book, but it's not a serious guide

for trout streams in NM.

Very good overview of fishing in New Mexico waters. Gives you a picture of the location and idea of

what the fishing conditions are. A great place to start in planning your trip.

I got some valuable information from this book but it doesn't cover nearly enough information on the

streams of New Mexico. I would like to have seen more details on size and character of the streams

and more specifics on the maps. Still, used in conjunction with other books, this book is useful.

This book is a very nice University Press book that conveys the essence of NM trout streams and its

high quality trout fishing. Not a fish pic book, it emphasizes the experience of angling in beautiful

places. Highly recommended.
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